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Abstract
Birds incubators enable large production of birds. Cost of this production is getting out of hands lately due to the
energy crisis being experienced globally. This results in the increase in the cost of chicken production and
unaffordable to common man. In order to surmount this challenge and even encourage the rural farmer to go into
bird production that will guarantee protein supplement for him and his family, it is necessary to look at other ways
of generating energy for egg incubation. Solar energy is chosen because it is free, abundant and clean and can be
tapped anywhere in the country. The solar incubator has been designed and constructed. Test of its performance and
modification will be reported in the part two of the paper. The solar incubator consists of a solar collector which
heats water that in turn heats an incubating chamber for the process of fowl hatching. It is designed to work for 24
hours and it has a built-in heat storage facility that supplies heat to the incubating chamber during the period of the
day that there is no solar energy.
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Thermal conductivity of air
Thermal conductivity of wood
Thermal conductivity of water
number of covers
absorbed solar energy per unit area
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Azimuth angle
Plate thickness
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reflectance
Stefan - Holtzman constant
transmittance
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Introduction
Energy conservation has always been an important issue among the scientists and policy makers. Seeking a viable
alternative energy source has always been the centre of attention particularly in the agricultural sector. The use of
solar energy has been gaining significance as a continuous supply of alternative power source, which seems to have
an answer to frequent power constraints faced by farmers. Continuous supply of conventional energy in Nigeria is a
mirage, due to frequent power outage. Several researchers have worked on solar energy. Notable among them are
Adeyemo (1988), Fagbenle (1990), Pelemo et al (2002) who worked on estimation of daily radiation in Nigeria
using meteorological data.
Owokoya (1992) designed and constructed solar air heater. Adaramola et al (2001) worked on solar cooker and was
able to generate and maintain temperature
refrigeration system.

up to 170° C .

Odia (2006) effectively designed solar assisted

The world's population is growing at an alarming rate and so is the demand for protein especially in the rural areas.
Poultry is a good source of protein if it is affordable. The production level is limited with natural incubation because
the number of eggs an adult female bird lays in a year vary from none to 365 or one per day (French,1981). But a
broody hen (a hen that wants to set and hatch eggs and raise the chicks) can hatch just about 10-12 eggs at once in
21 days (French, 1981), which reduces its productivity as it takes time to incubate and hatch the chicks. For the
world growing population, relying on this natural type of incubation is not enough, hence the need for artificial
incubation. This way, a female bird just concentrates on laying eggs while the incubation is done artificially.
Parameters like temperature, relative humidity, ventilation, position of egg and egg turning affect incubation greatly
and so, success of artificial incubation depends on how one is able to control these (Oluyemi and Roberts, 1979).
Heating is the most critical of the parameters considered; in fact what mainly separates the types of incubation is
mainly the method of heating adopted. A temperature range of 37.2°C
to 39.4°C was recommended for
proper incubation (Oluyemi and Roberts, 1979). Temperature control is the most vital part of incubation because too
much heat will cause the eggs to crack open prematurely, too little means a late hatch, if the temperature is excessive
when the chick emerges, its down feather (small feathers covering a chick to keep it warm) sticks to the shell.
Overheating may also damage its essential food store (the yolk) or prevent it from passing through the fine ducts
into the chick's intestine in which case death will result in a few days. The correct level of humidity is especially
important early in incubation when the air cell is being formed by the evaporation of-water through the shell. Too
much or too little moisture in the surrounding air will cause the air space to be too large or too small and the chick
will die during the last three days of growth or while hatching even if all other conditions have been perfectly
maintained. Oluyemi and Roberts, (1979) also recommended a relative humidity of 55%- 60% for adequate egg
hatching. An incubating egg requires oxygen to live and develop and it produces carbon dioxide and several
poisonous gases. Therefore good circulation and ventilation are essential, on the other hand, excessive drafts will
cause changes in eggs temperature and too much evaporation of moisture so there is need for proper control.

Several sources of energy have been used in the past for the process of artificial incubation - electricity for electric
incubator, incubator using kerosene lantern as a source of heat, e.t.c. Adewumi (1998) designed and constructed a
laboratory scale incubator using locally available materials and kerosene lantern as heat source.
Kerosene and electricity as sources of heat in incubation are not affordable to the rural dwellers because of the cost
and irregular nature. There is need to provide very cheap and highly abundant source of energy to this group for
their poultry incubation. It will enable a rural man to be self sufficient in having fresh meat stocks and eggs that he
can generate on a monthly basis, for not only will it feed his family, but he can help his friends and also have spare
food to exchange for other items if necessary.
The objective of this work is to design a solar incubator for the purpose of meeting the protein needs of the world
rural populace using locally available materials.
Solar energy is cheap clean and in abundance in Nigeria. So designing an incubator that will be powered by the sun
is a very positive initiative.
General Description of A Solar Incubator
The solar egg incubator is composed of two main components; the solar water heater and the incubator. The solar
water heater consists of the solar collector, a hot water storage tank, and the piping system. The flat plate collector
which is an active solar heating system is made up of three basic components; the cover plate, the absorber and the
casing. The cover plate is a transparent medium which allows the passage of short wave visible radiation. The
absorber plate is a black body, which absorbs the visible radiation and converts it to a long wave radiation, the black
body emits this radiation back, the cover plate does not allow the passage of long wave radiation, so it is reflected
back onto the absorber and it strikes the absorber again and again leading to a heat build-up in the collector (a green
house effect), to utilize this heat a fluid is passed through pipes brazed on the absorber plate and the heat is drawn
away into the fluid. The fluid medium is mostly air or water.
The hot water produced is now moved by thermo-siphon principle. The system is shown in Fig. I, it makes use of
capillary system. Cold water has a higher specific density than warm water; it is therefore heavier and sinks to the
bottom while the warm water rises through the capillary tube. The collector is mounted below the hot water storage
tank, so, cold water from the tank flows to the solar collector through a descending water pipe and hot water from
the collector flows to the tank by thermo- siphon process through the ascending pipe. The water in the tank is now
sent through a copper tubing which serves as a heat exchanger into the incubator.
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Theoretical Analysis
The performance of a solar collector is described by an energy balance equation that indicates the distribution of
incident solar energy into useful energy gain and various loses. The energy balance on the whole collector can be
written as:

When

Q., which

is the rate of energy storage is neglected,

Qu (useful

energy gain) is obtained considering the

collector overall heat transfer coefficient, temperature distribution between tubes, the collector heat removal factor,
flow factor, mean plate temperature and the effects of heat capacity of the collector as

The transmittance absorbance product, ra, which is also called the optical efficiency describes the collector
efficiency without any loses due to convection or heat radiation. This is only the case if the absorber temperature is
equal to the ambient temperature, and for any surface transparent to the incident radiation at any degree, the sum of
absorbance, reflectance and transmittance must be equal to unity. R is relative humidity.
Ratio of Total Radiation on a Tilted Surface to that on a Horizontal Surface R
For any surface the maximum available radiation is obtained when the sun's incidence is normal to the plane of the
plate. This is approximately so at the noon of the location. In order not to be tracking the sun every now and then it
is necessary to find a fixed value of tilt that will absorb radiation higher than that possible were the surface
horizontal through the day, though not as high as when hourly tracking of the sunrays is adopted. For optimum tilt
angle Fagbenle (1990) suggested,

(0 + 10° for locations with latitude <8.5° N. Therefore the optimum possible tilt

angle for Abeokuta is approximately 17.2°
The correction factor R is given by
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The collector heat removal factor
This is a quantity that relates the actual useful energy gain of a collector to the gain if the collector were at the fluid
inlet temperature.
The Storage Tank
Water is used as the storage medium because it is cheap, highly available and has high thermal capacity. For a nonstratified tank, Olaleye (2008) gave the energy balance in the tank as

(MCp)dTs

dr

= Qu -QL

-UA(Ts -T)

i.e. Rate of energy transfer into the tank

(5)

= the rate of energy build up in the tank + the rate of energy

leaving the tank
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Fig. 4 Unstratified
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The Incubator
For natural convection, there is no particular velocity, flow is as a result of energy transfer between the tube at
temperature T 1 and T 2. The fluid properties of interest are p, f.l, Cp, K, p. The last property listed is the coefficient of
thermal expansion, which is used to represent the variation in fluid density with temperature according to

p
where

= p)l + p~T)

(6)

Po is a reference density inside the heated layer and ~T is the temperature difference between the fluid and

the plate surface and that far removed from the plate.
The buoyant force per unit volume Fa may be written as

Therefore

~=~-~~
p,g and ~T

m
are included in a dimensional

analysis of natural convection,

Holman (2002), a

representation of natural convection heat transfer data in dimensionless form is

Nu = /(Gr,Pr)

(8)

=

where, Nu Nusselt number
Gr = Grashof number
Pr = Prandtl number
In natural convection the flow is produced by buoyant effects resulting from temperature difference. The effects are
included in Grashofs number
Design and Construction
Materials Selection
The components of the solar incubator include a solar collector, a hot water storage tank, the incubator and the
piping system.

For the collector, the casing is made of wood for lighter weight and to provide insulation for the absorber. The glass
is a clear glass of 4mm thickness. Glass is preferred to plastic because of its high transmissivity and a higher
resistance to heat build up.
The absorber plate is made of mild steel because of its good conductivity and being relatively cheap. Welded to the
absorber plate are copper pipes of 13mm external diameter. The pipes were cut into sizes, drilled and brazed
together with oxyacetylene flame, brazing rod and brazing powder. The surface was painted with tar to increase its
absorptivity. The paint absorps 90% of the incident rays and then emits this as long wave radiation. The base of the
collector was insulated with polyurethane foam to reduce the back loses due to conduction.
A plastic container was purchased as a standard part for the storage tank to reduce cost. The tank was so chosen to
prevent corrosion which could lead to the blockage of the pipe channels.
The incubator is a rectangular box made of wood to reduce cost and to contribute to insulation. The top of the box is
grooved for the cover to sit on so as to reduce heat leakage due to convection at the openings. Coiled round the
inner part of the box are copper pipes of 13mm external diameters that supply hot water into the chamber to provide
the needed heat to the eggs. The floor of the incubator is made spacious enough to contain 30 eggs and a bowl of
water to regulate humidity. The side of the incubator was drilled to allow for the ventilation of the eggs.
Design Calculations
Flat plate collector
Evaluation of useful heat gain by collector
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The incubator
The appropriate incubator dimension was chosen to accommodate a crate of eggs (30 eggs), a thennom
humidity-regulating device and the copper coils wound around the incubator. This area was conveniently (

45cmx38cm . and with a height of 20cm to conserve space.

Incubated Space
at 39.4°C
Ventilation required
The required ventilating rate at chick emergence is
Calculating the area of ventilating ports
Q= AvVch

0.0275m3

/

min . (Adewumi, 1998)

Q = volumetric flow rate of air = 0.0275/60 = 0.000458m3
V = wind velocity = O.09m1s
Circular cross-section for ports.
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Heat load requirement
The total heat load requirement by the incubator is given by
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The incubator
The appropriate incubator dimension was chosen to accommodate a crate of eggs (30 eggs), a thermometer, a
humidity-regulating device and the copper coils wound around the incubator. This area was conveniently chosen
45cmx38cm , and with a height of 20cm to conserve space.

Incubated Space
at 39.4°C
Ventilation required
The required ventilating rate at chick emergence is
Calculating the area of ventilating ports
Q= AyVch

0.0275m3

/

min. (Adewumi, 1998)

Q = volumetric flow rate of air = 0.0275/60 = 0.000458m3
V = wind velocity = O.09m1s
Circular cross-section for ports,

A., = 1tD 2 /4
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:. total diameter required is 8cm

Heat load requirement
The total heat load requirement by the incubator is given by
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Let us consider equation (22),
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Tw is the temperature of the hot water at the inlet of the pipes, 323K

:. Qrad = 2.56L
Qw = 0.89L+ 2.56L

= 3.45L

Qw = i5.58W
:.length of copper pipe required = 4.52m

Storage tank
The tank was assumed to supply for the remaining parts of the day without sunlight.
The number of hours without sunlight =

24 - 5.9

= 18.1hrs

Suppose the storage tank will lose temperature from 50°
tank is given by

C to 40° C , the total energy in joules available from the

MCp(lO)

= 4190X

where for water,
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=

The total Watts required from load I5.5SW
Therefore for the IS.Ihr the amount of energy in Joules required by the load = 1.02MJ
Therefore the mass of water required to supply this load 24.34kg
From the equation of energy balance on the tank,
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Construction
The solar incubator was constructed using locally available materials. Simple machining processes like drilling,
milling, cutting, filing and joining were employed in the construction of the absorber and piping system. The casing
was made of wood
The storage tank was purchased as a standard part and plastic was chosen to reduce corrosion in the tank which can
block the water flow channels.

Conclusion
The foregoing exercise has demonstrated the possibility of incubation of eggs using solar energy. The prototype has
established the possibility of using readily available solar energy to increase chicken production to satisfy masses
protein needs.
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